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Philosophy and Executive Summary Explanation
One of the most important objectives for Clear Water Vision is to inform the general public of the
sciences that we are aware of and work with and to be made available to everyone so that even a child
could understand it. In our history we have studied the effects of a volcano since 1997 and we have
divided these studies into two schools of thought. One school is vertical (causal/spiritual) and the other
school is surface (logical/physical) studies. One relates to cause and the second relates to effect. We
have even gone so far as to say that the vertical relates to intuitive side of the human brain and the
horizontal relates to the cerebral/logical side of the brain. In the case of this volcano, under Clear Lake in
Northern California, our main reason for this study is to find how the earth breathes and what is meant
by that action of breath as the first and most valuable study of the two studies to truly understand the
effects that mankind must live with.
This volcanic eruption some 2.5 million of years ago caused the spread of minerals all over Northern
California and resulting in what Luther Burbank, a famous Horticulturist, called ’’the most fertile land in
the world ‘’some one hundred years ago. With information such as this concerning this part of the
surface of the world, man has invested time and money studying the surface of the earth of this area
which has contributed to allow mankind to create an important economy around this volcano. The
information learned here was spread around the world by releasing this information to other people,
who lived around other volcanoes, even though they might not have known that there was once a
volcano in the area they lived. Mankind not knowing that there is always some type of movement of the
surface of the earth became disillusioned with this; “not seeing the forest from the trees attitude”.
Volcanic evidence was eventually covered up from the residue of this movement and we continued to
do these surface studies and acting on them thinking that this information is the only way in creating an
economy. This has lead to a resistance of the concept that there could be another way of regarding the
earth and teaching a way of thinking about the earth so that even a little child would understand. If the
earth could talk, it would speak in terms of life’s vibrations. Knowledge of these vibrations is what we
are calling “vertical studies”. These vertical studies can give us a reason or the causes for needing the
surface studies. If we look within the earth we will find the symbolism that teaches us the reason for any
economy to exist. Everything in existence comes from within before it is manifested externally. There is
no exception to this rule. This might have been the essence of what’s Jesus expressed in his statement;
‘’The Kingdom of Heaven is within’’. Except to our logical mind, when we cut open our bodies to find
organs, blood vessels and bones we don’t see any vibrations at all and we have to ask; “what is this story
really about?” Do we then go into the world of Quantum Physics where we can now understand that
there are vibrations beyond what the physical eye can see? Can we then use that information to
empower us as humans with this understanding, which gives humanity a greater purpose?

We believe this causal understanding has happened many times before in history, and yet a powerful
force we call ‘fear’ has continued to have us see and hold on to only to the logical/material world of
surface studies without remembering where those studies actually came from and why the vertical or
spiritual knowledge is important. These vertical studies of the reasons for life have been mankind’s real
pot of gold and that very few people in history have made the journey to even decide to look for, much
less work within these truths. We remember that in historical Greek thought, that we were taught we
were all created equal. In this same vein of thought. we taught others that we were all Children of God,
as was also taught by the spiritual teacher in the Middle East called Jesus.
When later in time, that simple spiritual explanation was again being distorted many years later by
(surface studies people) those of logical and material oriented thinkers who came to a new world called
America. The European surface study thinkers became American vertical thinkers, being taught once
again they were all created equal. That same spiritual inspiration from these people empowered them
to write and signed a Declaration of Independence that allowed that spirit within to work.
Who were those informants who told of these vertical studies? It really didn’t matter if we truly believed
we were created equal, however if we wanted to see and know the reasons to remember them, then we
call these people the Native Americans. They were the ones taught by the earth the deeper knowledge
that the vertical studies always came before the surface studies. These same implications were given to
other societies and religions in the world yet they were made complicated by only using surface studies,
thus allowing greed and using religion as a defense mechanism for their own personal security. In real
Christian thought ‘’Give onto the Father’’ would then be seen as a vertical study; “And All Will Be Given
onto You’’ would then be understood as a surface (results) study. In Hindu thought; devotion to God
allowed inspiration for good karma or physical doing. In Buddhism, God is ‘’no -thing’’ but a very
important vibration which allows that vibration to create.
This concept becomes simple to a child when guided properly by an elder who remembers. Yet in order
to defend the fear by some people of losing only the surface studies or by trying to own things we’re not
capable of owning, mankind then decides to complicate things. We made up rules and regulations to
defend the rights of the people who have claimed ownership for themselves but not for others. When
someone holds onto these material based understandings then they would then not want others to
know due totheir fear that their limited understandings would be taken away from them when they
could have eventually learned through more vertical study that there was abundance for all in it.
Hording this wisdom was then a reason in calling it a mystery to keep it away from being common
knowledge. Depending on what era you lived in; those who questioned the status quo beliefs of
limitation were ether persecuted or were ridiculed as being crazy till you really did go crazy if you did
not believe it was a mystery.
The truth is…. There are no mysteries
You can then imagine the birth of the poem/song ‘’Star-Spangled Banner’’ where the British (defending
surface studies) attacked an American fortress (upholding vertical studies) by sea with hundreds of
British ships equipped with Canons. The bombs bursting in the air for hours and yet the Americans

would not give up the fort, holding up their flag and giving their lives for the very simple thought of
equality and freedom.
So why are we, Clear Water Vision, so adamant in getting this message out and why is water the main
focus and not politics or oil or even gold the issue? All living things originated from water and any true
examples of this that is that can be given to the public is needed to empower people everywhere in
recognizing their true purpose for existence.’’ God Put His Spirit in the Water’’ means the other four
elements we have been speaking of for thousands of years made their beginnings from water. Even the
Sun originates from water. (Dr. Yule Brown, 1996 core Stadium in Philadelphia USA) yet water not only
projects energy; it also projects thought or consciousness (Dr. M Emoto, Clear Lake, California, 2005).
Water’s response to human emotions and is loyal to mankind who is waiting for that response, is like a
golden retriever’s loyalty to its master. Water; the first physical origin of all things; yearns to be with
human nature and it literally gives its life supporting essence to the command of the ultimate of all
creation we call “Mankind”. All of creation is yearning for the redemption of man, so, if we decided to
empower ourselves with the information that we are all created equal we would never want to pollute
water again or anything related to it.
So then what is it that Clear Water Vision, Inc. believes is happening in the world right now?
Water moves in a circular manner or spin to clean itself and to stay vibrant. Not only is this seen in
cyclones and tornadoes; this same vortex movement of water is also noted underground as we see in
volcanoes. Man’s use of water by sending water in a straight line such as pipes and channels has been
proven detrimental to water, causing pollution when water is moved in this form. The past methods in
the world of industry which has been causing premature exposure of carbons and minerals from the
earth has caused worldwide health problems to water and thus to plants, wildlife and humans. While
each of these minerals are in their natural place and balance, they are able to go through its natural
alchemic stages that restores health and yet the opposite has happened from man’s ignorance thinking
the economy only can grow by exploiting the earth.

The worst of this type of exploitation is the exposure of mankind to Mercury. (“Mercury Rising,” Time
Magazine, September 2006). With a worldwide burning of coal containing Mercury, the gas produced
from Mercury mixed with the earth’s organic surface is now making it a worldwide pollutant that now
been proven many times more dangerous than even the dangers of radioactive material that is also
advancing its pollution through time. This unique metal serves as a catalyst for other pollutants to enter
the body because it is the only known metal that attracts itself and breaks down into a gas easier than
other metals. This allows other pollutant's such as lead and arsenic to move more easily to pollute the
body by way of the undetectable mercury in the form of a gas by taking away the oxygen from the
body’s red blood cells. It is its methylating stages (turning into a gaseous state) that become a silent
killer by vibrating at a lower vibration than other living beings can withstand. This methylating of the
mercury allows the Mercury and other pollutants to enter the neurosystem in the body and when it
reaches the brain it clogs the pineal gland which begins the process of separating the body from the

human spirit. Lack of empathy to others and to ones self becomes common place then, as we notice in
our media as well as in history, as we track the same process in our DNA relating to surface studies.
Further studies will most likely show that other pollutants like Benzene and fluoride also enter the
body easier and quicker in the presents of methyl and ethyl Mercury.
This issue is heavy metal (Mercury) poisoning, which is happening throughout the world. From The start
of global mercury poisoning on this massive scale was at the same time, the simple invention from
Thomas Edison’s electricity, which causes massive amounts of coal to be burned to produce the
electricity which discharged the Mercury into the air. Over time it has been proven that in order to
empower people to decide to stop this massive global pollution of our air that, we must be able to
provide solutions. History has shown that though we may have the best technologies, which reflect how
the earth works, people often use them in a destructive manner rather than in a creative manner that is
in harmony with the earth. As far as Mercury goes; we have developed the use of Mercury in dental use,
vaccines, in lighting and even still we use it in finding gold. The need for mankind to put principles in
front of personalities or spiritual in front of physical or vertical in front of surface studies so as to
empower themselves rather than to encourage beliefs of them not going to have enough which creates
the greed is profoundly needed. We believe we would need to enact these beliefs and principles before
the technologies can be applied with the greatest success. This can only come about as a result of
educational efforts and programs such as CWV is offering as part of our mission.
After our education efforts are completed we believe that the positive changes that will happen then
are…
We will be able to see the true reasons for the minerals we have unconsciously exploited for thousands
of years. We’re just beginning to see the true meaning behind Mercury in the very positive aspect of it.
Both Eastern and Western thought will be applied in this matter. We believe that the Dalai Lama was
right when he announced with his team of scientists that mercury will be known as a neurological
medicine in the future. “Mercury is the semen of the earth” he said. “Why?” western thought asks.
Clear Water Vision believes the Dalai Lama’s statement was correct. Why? Because of some of the
studies done in an area where the highest amount of elemental mercury in America is recorded
reaching the closest to the surface in a massive area in and around the Bay of all Bays ( show USGS
mercury mine map) and that has historically yielded some of the most innovative people in the world
before and still after the devastation mining created in this area. Clear Water Vision has studied what
scientist called ‘the oldest Lake in America’ and found this one Lake can teach us a very profound lesson.
We found that great spans of time have brought great wisdom to its people living there for about 12,000
years. We also studied the wisdom of those who live downstream from that lake; a 2.5 million year old
volcano. These people have become the source of some of the great technological wisdom known
today. The general disposition of these people living in this area is now looked upon as broadcasters of
knowledge to the rest of the world. This evidence cannot be denied as we look at the world today.
Yet now, because of the large numbers of mines in these areas pulling Mercury out of the ground
prematurely for reasons of profit and greed; this ancient wisdom that has been broadcasting to the
world is in danger. With signs of great disorder, this wisdom has become distorted with the technologies

having been used in an unconscious and unbalanced manner has created disastrous results for the
people living close by. Too much mercury leakage from these mines over time with too little effort to
contain the discharge of mercury into the environment has begun to devastate the community known as
Silicon Valley and the San Francisco Bay. Not only is this constant increase of environment Mercury
causing autoimmune and neurological problems in the population living in this area. This area also
registers the highest in breast cancer rate in the country. What was once known as the peace capital of
the entire world is beginning to look like a place where only the cerebral mind (surface studies) can be
honored and real studies that take Spiritual wisdom into consideration are being ignored with serious
mental and physical health issues left unexplained. Why?
The 12,000 year old Elem tribe living on the mountain overlooking the Bay has given us some clues. They
live right on the site of the largest Superfund abandoned Mercury Mine, that is located within feet from
the oldest and most organic Lake in America. The formula to this equation of Mercury contamination
mixing with the organic mass of the natural Blue Green Algae has put what its people call the sacred
land being turned into a devastation zone, that has grown beyond a large hole in the ground and the
waste land of waste rock so carelessly spread over this once pristine land. Their tribe who in the past has
represented great wisdom is now being looked down upon by others in the county and the state,
because of their high levels of Mercury poisoning and its cumulative effects which has caused their
suffering with violence, drug abuse and suicide problems. Their children are recorded with very high
rates of serious neurological problems and very high rates of cancer, which is the typical scenario in their
lives. What is even more amazing is that the whole County of people living around this Lake now have
been recorded as having twice the average of number of deaths per capita than all of California (Press
Democrat, Santa Rosa California) with so little recognition of the cause of their chronic mental and
physical health issues that it seems impossible to present hope to these people.

CWV has decided to move forward with its mission and has already started to test the water in three
major places where this type of Mercury is concentrated the most... Clearlake, Yolo Bypass, and the San
Francisco Bay (Marin County). The preliminary reports on this vibrational testing (different then
chemical testing yet can be compared with to enforce its validity) has shown the water mass at Clearlake
and the Yolo Bypass as non life-supporting according to the technicians of these testing technologies.
Marin County has not been tested at this time and is scheduled to begin testing in the immediate future.
We believe that this will also show this water as non life-supporting, seeing as this geographic area is
recorded as having the highest breast cancer rate in our nation. The need to prove this to the public is
the first stage that is needed to change in order to start the healing of the affected people. The
technologies used in this manner of being in harmony with nature are numerous, just as there are
numerous ways the earth heals itself. The key will be to stay in tune to all of those ways without
allowing only one or two ways to dominate the others. In this manner we began to learn there are
common denominators that influence all. If we can focus on the positive we will also be able to honor
our differences. This second stage is to get unpolluted vibrant primary water to the people. Knowing
that all the earth’s surface water is polluted and that man’s attempt to purify it through filters or
desalination is an attempt but is not altogether the way nature works. It then creates a bigger problem

of concentrated waste that must be disposed of without further polluting the earth. Through vertical
studies we find that water coexists with the minerals of the earth to stay in balance with them.
The water below the mantle of the earth is young, vibrant and primary. This water is abundant and like
many of our ancient stories (such as the Moses story) it responds to human consciousness or love.
Combining this water to the surface water as well as providing it to humans is very healing. CWV can
again do what we can to be of service to these people by providing this life-supporting water through
using vibrational technologies (GDV or Gas Discharge Video and others) then allow more traditional
technologies (third step)to neutralize these poisons(Brown’s gas, microbial, filtering, electromagnetism
and others). This type of measuring has already been tested at Clearlake with its organic sediment going
to depths below sea level and utilizing large vents of primary water percolating from the magma. The
famous Dr. Musero Emoto from Japan visited Clear Lake in 2005. Emoto explained the water crystals
discovered at Clear Lake are the most complex structures he has ever seen, and he has tested water all
over the planet. (Show the crystal and the report)
CWV is suggesting that Dr. Emoto was correct in his analysis and yet there is one big problem. Clearlake,
one or the most organic Lakes in the world as Rachel Carson’s author of silent Springs has suggested is
also the home of the largest abandoned mercury mine, that is adjacent to any large body of fresh
water. If Mercury was left in the ground it would probably been able to neutralize its toxicity over time,
yet now with the organic materials in the lake (blue green algae) what we usually thought would be
good has turned to bad with the Mercury then bio accumulating in this Lake and then in the Central
Valley and now in the Bay Area, polluting the major part of the fish in the Pacific Ocean (the Pacific
ocean fish have the highest measured amount of mercury).
What other solutions are there?
Almost all real analysts say the frequency of these environmental disasters have gone off the charts.
That Mother Nature is rebelling in response to all of what mankind has done wrong. Earthquakes,
volcanic reactions, cyclones, tornadoes and hot versus cold are only some of these reactions. But these
are surface studies and do not include the perspective of vertical studies giving us those answers. What
is really happening then and why? Do we really ever ask these questions? We’re glued to the TV, the
computers and cell phones watching things happen to our fellow beings hoping it doesn’t happen to us
as we play dodge ball with nature. So little do we study or relate to the cause or vertical part of these
things when we believe a statement held onto for thousands of years...that ‘’Nature is Angry’’.
In vibrational studies, this statement couldn’t be further from the truth. If water/creation yearns for the
redemption of man, if it responds to man’s will from the principal that love is the underlying foundation
and basis for law, then we would learn that positive thoughts from mankind are needed to heal the
earth regardless of what technologies we use first. We have already proven from history that we have
been using these technologies based on flawed beliefs. Atomic and hydrogen bombs have been our
greatest example of this reality, yet the research of what these examples show us is that mankind is
trusted with the ultimate responsibility and power of being custodians to the earth and possibly the
universe. And if we find life there, we are sure to notice equality as well.

We need to look to our elders and ask them to remember their ancient truths and wisdoms to reveal the
secrets of the family structure. Science, in this case cannot lie. We wonder why we call water H2O. Why
this exact ratio with two H’s in this formula forming a trinity molecule and that this Trinity has been the
building blocks of all of life? We have been taught that this Trinity is a mystery for thousands of years
and if we step out of line to solve and publicize this mystery we will be persecuted or ridiculed by all
sorts of people with agendas that presently control this earth. We had to wait all these years for science
to catch up with Spiritual wisdom to solve this mystery so that even a child could figure out with only a
small amount of guidance from an elder.
With this than in mind, the questions we anticipate would then be….
1. Why Clear Water Vision has begun its executive summary to restore the wisdom of the Elders of
one of the oldest tribes in America? The answer….. First, it is something we would have learned
that we all want or need in order to learn about ourselves. If it is true we are all connected and
related to each other, and that this memory of the importance of honoring water suggested in
the Emoto research, then the logistics would guide us to our ancient volcanoes to show us our
physical origin on the earth. If it is true that water has consciousness as taken from the Old
Testament, “God put his spirit in the water” then water’s greatest achievement in physical form
is mankind himself as well as all life on the Earth that could not exist without the life-supporting
nature of water. To learn of this ongoing love affair between nature, water and mankind is one
of the most empowering awareness that we can have. This empowerment has been hidden in
history through a mystery for thousands of years.
2. Why does CWV intend to help this tribe by drilling of primary water well on the reservation?
Answer….. Primary water (attachment, Stephan Riess) or juvenile, youthful, magmatic or lower
firmament water is water that is earth generated. This means that water does not originate
from the atmosphere and the reason the earth grows as evidence by the continents fitting
together. All potentially life bearing planets begin in this form with the majority of fresh primary
water at the poles of the planet in the form of ice and with this primary water traveling below
the planet’s mantle then pushing up to the surface through volcanoes and then Springs or
artesian wells from the volcanic caldera’s and which is different than the aquifers connected to
the atmospheric water. If Clear Lake is the or one of the oldest seeable volcanoes in America or
maybe the world, then we would find many of these Springs and Wells coming out from the
lakes sediment as well has the area around it (Geysers, Calistoga, Harbin Hot springs and more).
Of all these places this primary water coming from the Clearlake Caldera is most seeable
(satellite pictures) in the place called ‘’the Yolo Bypass”. This is the bypass where the primary
water from the Clear Lake Caldera (coming from underground and a contributory from surface
of Clear Lake itself called “Cache Creek” beginning from the Clear lake surface for thousands of
years) then meets with surface water coming from the Sierra Mountains by way of the
Sacramento River. This bypass is where wildlife and agriculture is plentiful (yet is now in great
danger). It is where the major part of the salmon population on the West Coast of the US has
swam in our past to get strong enough to make the long journey to the Sierra’s and then spawn.
It is where UC Davis, one or the highest academic universities existing in research of agriculture

in the world is located. Here is a place where science cannot lie and looking from a perspective
of some distance in outer space it shows this very high vibrational water glowing and flowing
into the Central Valley (some call it the Tigers and Euphrates of the West) and into the San
Francisco Bay from primary Springs coming from the coastal volcanoes that existed millions of
years ago that are moving over time, in a South to North direction of movement along the Ring
of Fire
(Las Alamos Studies, 1986). These satellite pictures show the
Clear lake Caldera as being the last of the seeable volcanoes not yet covered up in this group of
ancient suppliers of magmatic, earth generated water we call primary water, is an example that
gives us not only the reason for high level of agriculture and wildlife growth but because it
shows water also has consciousness. In the many years of this one area having a high level of
population that has historically proven to be a population that reaches out to help other people
in the world. We follow this movement of volcanoes from Los Angeles where some of the
greatest storytellers come from Hollywood California to the San Francisco Bay where people
have come from all over the world to celebrate love in the 60s that are now at the top of the
charts in technological awareness, contributing to the advancement of the rest of the world. But
all of this is not rosey in this world. It’s always known that with every action there’s an equal and
opposite reaction. Where beliefs of insecurity set in then so will greed and misconceptions.
Where technologies stop at only bits and bytes (like a computer); it is forgotten that there is
another greater part that is included in that Trinity of life: The thing (or no -thing) we call
vibration is an absolute part of life which is always needed for life to be present to complete the
family structure’s cycle. Our children can tell us this, when we insist on them doing something
without providing a purpose.
3. What does this have to do with Clear Lake, the Yolo Bypass and the San Francisco Bay you might
ask? …..We have ignored the negatives in our greed for gold for thousands of years and the Bay
area is no exception. (Map of the Mercury mines in California) The gold rush in California has
uncovered millions of tons of mercury in this most innovative area in the world. Starting from
the area that the Elem Tribe that lives on this very organic Lake, all the way downstream
through one of the most fertile lands in America, then onward to the Bay of all Bays. The best
way we know (and maybe the only effective way, considering the amount of mercury that has
been exposed and absorbed by the population) is to use primary water itself. If knowledge of
primary water was taught to the public, then those who say they have a right to own the
possibly will not continue to make money if we drill this well for the tribe instead of them
continuing to profit from the current source of the water. so we have made an agreement with
the tribe to drill a small well already located by our hydrologists in a very contaminated area.
This water will be tested then pumped into an infrastructure to the people of the Elem Tribe
who suffer so greatly and are actually close to their own extinction from living directly on the
abandoned Mercury mine (Superfund site). This story needs to be told to the public. It is not
been an easy story to tell so we have directed our technicians to prove just exactly what the
effects of Mercury are on these people as well as the potential healing with the use of primary
water. This will help with telling the story and of course the repercussions of this story will also
permeate through to the mainstream media adding to the strong innovative potential of these
people that will serve the world; of this we are very sure.

4. What about the other technologies and the jobs needed in the world of water?....Answer……
Those who are appointed with the true technologies are those who have decided not to sell
their souls to only the misleading surface studies. Some have even given their lives in history
knowing that exposing their inventions to organized criminal businesses that based their
behavior and profits within large societies and governments as well, and would be detrimental
to the next generations. Yet those brilliant inventors are now finally being honored in this time.
Now, most of the Western world knows who Tesla was. The driving point in all the scientists and
inventors who have waited for this consciousness to grow is that they know, that like Tesla has
stated, what they are and what they have been thinking comes from a much larger source than
themselves. They know that the blessings of this knowledge is exactly in proportion to the way
the earth or universe works and that their thoughts are nothing new but thoughts they are to
remember and share. In this case the reward is much more than money or fame. We all deserve
abundance but not at the expense of others and this is a universal principle that we are all
striving for.
5. It has been difficult to imagine for many years that nature will provide for us if we recognize and
allow it. There is a possibility that we could live in a nonpolluting society and live without fear of
our fellow beings wanting to harm or kill us for what we have or do not have. If we can just
begin to learn the world of alchemy, such as the late Dr. Yule Brown showed us by neutralizing
nuclear waste with a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen; then who’s to say we
could not use the other energies without hurting the environment or our children. If the late Dr.
Masaru Emoto was correct that water holds memory and consciousness; then who’s to say that
vibrant water from the lower firmaments is not waiting for our command in joining us to heal
the polluted waters on the earth surface. If this was all possible then wouldn’t we be able to
bring back a great abundance providing healthy organic food even in a desert. Would it even be
possible that if mankind could understand these principals of empowerment as custodians of
the earth; That great disasters such as earthquakes, tornados, cyclones est. will not be swept
under the rug in our minds as something we needed to fear.
We feel we have already proven these possibilities in our studies of one volcano we call “the last of the
oldest seeable volcanoes in America.” We know there is much to do in working together with Mother
Nature, the Holy Spirit or the frequency of just plain love: The love that was always part of us that for
the most part was left out of our history books, our Scriptures, our Sanskrit’s, our poetry and our songs
for so many years. It is now the time to remember our ancient wisdoms and awaken to a new, broader
awareness of life and its potential for joy and harmony.
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